
 

Video Outline, Title of Lesson: Watercolor Wetlands Day 2, Ages: 6-12  

Video Time: 17 min 53 sec 

Video link: https://youtu.be/AO_QX9scvHA  

Intro to video: Welcome back to Watercolor Painting and Drawing! Today we’ll finish 
the paintings you started last week. Your patience, waiting for the blue paint to dry, will 
pay off today! We’ll talk about mixing paint and the process – and visit a couple of 
wetlands again, then you’ll just paint until you’re done! Fill in all of the white (except 
clouds) on your painting today. It’s going to be awesome! 

Materials:  

● the painting you started last week 
● watercolor paint 
● brush 
● water container with water 
● paper towel 

 
Steps:  

1. Get out your picture from last time, and your painting. (4 min) 
2. Look closely and paint what you see. Look closely at the colors you see in your 

wetland picture. If you want your clouds to stay white don't put any paint on them. 
I’ll show you a bit about color mixing – but just have fun and paint ok! 

3. Fill in every part of your painting (except the white parts) with paint today. (7 min 
11 sec)  

4. Press the brush soft to get a thin line and a little harder to get a thicker line. (7 
min 57 sec) 

5. Alright - just paint! You can paint for an hour if you’d like. Please pause the video 
whenever you want, to focus on painting for a while. (8 min 45 sec)Some of the 
paint I'm putting on today is blending together - the wet on wet technique we 
talked about last week. But it won't blend with the paint we added last week (wet 
on dry). (13 min 45 sec)  

 

https://youtu.be/AO_QX9scvHA


 

6. Take a break for 5 minutes and let the paint dry. (14 min 40 sec) 
7. Put the finishing touches on your artwork. Think about the foreground (closest to 

you) at the very end. Beautiful! (14 min 52 sec) 
8. Keep on painting until you’re done! Have fun!  
9. Don't forget to clean your palette lid (and paint) when you're done working. (16 

min 55 sec) 

**The song I played while painting is by Black Violin. 

 


